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Learning Goals
• Understand three critical dimensions of Leadership: Creating, Managing,
Nurturing
• Learn how to apply Behavioral Style awareness to task management and
delegation
• Learn best practices concerning task management and personal energy
• Learn dynamic frameworks for delegating tasks to others
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Where We are Going
Vision, strategy,
renewal and succession
If Absent:
Short-termism, unlikely to
achieve full potential, lack
of direction, etc

Functions of
Leadership

Creating the
Future
Nurturing
Identity
Managing the
Present

Who We Are
Purpose, brand, values,
norms, standards, etc.

What We Do
Allocation and management
of resources, optimising
performance

If Absent:
Lack of passion, displaced
energy, disengagement,
Inappropriate behavior

If Absent:
Great ideas, no action!
Lose available resources to implement;
disappointed stakeholders
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Functions of Leadership Exercise
Current Reality

Ideal State
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Manage ENERGY

• Thinking energy
• Planning energy
• Writing energy
• Decision-making energy
• Talking energy
• Listening energy
• Initiating energy
• Implementation energy
• Relational energy
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Energy Management Tips for Better Task Management
• Time Block: Use high energy time to do tasks
that drain you
• Energy Boost BREAK: Glucose + O2
• Sleep 7-8 hours per night
• Set (re-set) boundaries: personal space,
personal time
• Eat Breakfast!
• Monitor your fuel for inflammation:
food/alcohol
• Stay hydrated (H20)
• What else? Use CHAT to share yours!
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Delegating to Others
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Employee’s Four Essential Workplace Needs
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Energy Management Tips for Better Task Management

Appreciation / Recognition
People want to get
recognition/appreciation

Adapted from The Whole Person Paradigm by Stephen R. Covey
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Others must do this

What Tasks Should I
Delegate?

I can help, but others should do it
I can do it but others
will if given the chance
I should do it, but
others can help

Only I can
do this!
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High Will

To Whom Should I
Delegate?
Skill/Will Matrix
Low Skill

• Employee has strong drive and
motivation but currently lacks
skills due to inexperience or poor
performance management.
• Employee consistently looks for
ways to do better; may be
impatient with their own progress;
needs clear goals and consistent
coaching feedback to develop to
desired state.
• Employee lacks motivation and
skills needed to make positive
impact.
• Employee tends to be disengaged
and defensive about feedback;
may develop “chip on shoulder”
attitude.

• Employee is self motivated,
performance at consistent high
level; is a role model for others.
• Employee has career aspirations
and proactively seeks ways to
better themselves.
• Delegating to this employee is
welcomed as recognition and can
increase engagement.
• Employee has excellent skills but
shows frustration or resistance to
take on more or give their best to
something new.

High Skill

• Employee responds well to
coaching and feedback
• Employee may have
spoken/unspoken concerns, fears
of being stuck in their career.

Low Will
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How Shall I Delegate?
Create Context
(Why)
• Development opportunity
• Recognition
• They have value on
team/organization
• They have potential for
greater impact
• Aligned to their career
aspirations
• What’s in it for them, you,
other stakeholders?

Clarify Expectations
(What)
• What specifically needs to be
done?
• What does success look like?
• What are the timelines and
milestones?
• What resources will be
provided to ensure success?
• Decision making autonomy?

Coach to Develop
(How)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be available
Allow for autonomy
Provide informal feedback
Include in formal 1:1 discussions
Be outcome focused
Amplify and learn from successes
Learn from failure (w/o penalties)
Don’t micromanage
Don’t abandon
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